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Caroline, inspiration true
Left it all behind and turned her hand to something
new
Suddenly left for better shores
With the kind of reckless abandon that we applaud

If I could, I would follow you

Caroline showed us what to do
Made it on your own terms oh yes, we look up to you
You call the tune

And if I could I would fly through the air
I would fly out to meet you
Cross the void and travel interplanetary

Oh! Lets go, stick it to the rules we wanna be like you
oh
I can see your light up in the sky, moving over city
satellites
Pick me up, take me to another solar system I can cut,
oh
Help me find the strength to follow through
Caroline I couldn't do it without you, oh

Stuck in a rut, sunk inside a groove
I could disappear here, all my instincts say it's true
I wanna do something that has merit to it
That will strike a chord and resonate as far as you

Oh if I could, I would fly through the air
I would fly out to meet you
Cross the void and travel interplanetary

Oh! Lets go, stick it to the rules we wanna be like you,
oh
I can see your light up in the sky, moving over city
satellites
Pick me up, take me to another solar system I can cut,
oh
Help me find the strength to follow through
Caroline I couldn't do it without you
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Oh do you think that I could ever make a difference
If I really try?
Help me find a way to cut loose
Caroline I couldn't do it without you

I was unaware that you were gonna go
I didn't know you well enough to know
I've always thought of you and how you're moving on
On, on, yeah you're a real paragon
On, on, on yeah you're a real paragon
On, on, on yeah you're a real paragon
On, on, on yeah you're a real paragon

If I could I would follow you
If I could I would follow you
If I could I would follow you
If I could I would follow you
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